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Abstract— Public innovation policies usually define strategies for public research organizations, such as universities, in order to guide
the next research projects of such organizations. Sometimes, it is difficult to know the actual state of an organization when a new policy
is released by the government. The objective of this paper is to present the application of Latent Semantic Analysis, a technique of
information retrieval, in order to create an index and automatically classify research projects, using text fields like title and abstract, to
areas and subareas defined by related terms. It is also proposed a case study of about 200 projects from five graduate programs of the
Universidade Federal do Tocantins. The proposed solution was capable of satisfactorily classify each project to the areas and subareas
of a recent policy from the Science, Technology, Innovations, and Communications Ministry. In this way, the university could have some
decision-making information, and the results could sustain for which internal policies could be implemented to maximize its actuation
faced to the national innovation policy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T hroughout history, humanity has been continuously
evolving as a society. We have been learning over the

centuries to form the concept of our “modern society”. This
concept, when applied acceptably, can give certain rights to
the people and should develop laws or policies attempting to
provide services to the social well-being. Such policies, both
public and private, need to be evaluated because the imple-
mentation of these policies relies on investments. In the pub-
lic context, a policy is drafted aiming to address a solution to
a certain public problem. A policy is commonly associated
with a program and there are expectations that it will fix a
problem, which implies that there is something to be fixed,
i.e., a problem [1].

The policies evaluation can occur in different moments
within the policy cycle, each one is used for different pur-
poses, according to when it is performed [2]:

• ex-ante: it happens at the beginning of the policy cre-
ation process, though, it provides strategical informa-
tion that determines the continuation of a policy.

• interim: it lies sometime between the ex ante and the ex
post evaluations. It can help avoid or correct mistakes
within the development process. Moreover, it assesses
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the results of the implementation phase, providing con-
trol information.

• ex post: it is performed at the end of the policy cycle,
verifying the policy impacts. Furthermore, it may help
in design and decision-making on similar projects in the
future.

Fig. 1: The policy evaluation in different moments.

The Figure 1 [2] illustrates the policy cycle evaluation
timeline, highlighting the policy evaluation in different mo-
ments. According to [3], matching the requirements of pol-
icymakers with the skills and experience of evaluators can
reveal crucial divergences in perspectives. Likewise, such
divergences may affect the delivery and implementation of
evaluation studies that serve the desired policy purposes. Ad-
ditionally, the policies arise, interact and have effects in a
messy, complex, multi-level, and multi-actor reality [4]. The
Figure 2 [3] illustrates the complexity of defining a metric
for the evaluation study.
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Fig. 2: A framework for formulating an appropriate evaluation methodology.

In Brazil, most of the public policies concerning research
and development are provided by the MCTIC (Ministério da
Ciência, Tecnologia, Inovações e Comunicações1). In 2020,
MCTIC released an ordinance defining priority areas with
regard to research projects in national scope, for the devel-
opment of technologies and innovations for the period from
2020 to 2023 [5]. In such document, they have pointed
five great strategic areas known as: Strategical Technolo-
gies, Skilled Technologies, Production Technologies, Tech-
nologies for Sustainable Development and Technologies for
Quality of Life. Each area is divided into more specific sub-
areas, defining the strategies for the development of further
research projects.

Many Brazilian organizations are responsible for the de-
velopment of research projects. Much of such production
comes from public universities [6], which have many pro-
fessors actuating as researchers. Usually, these researchers
register their projects using the Lattes Platform2 (a national
platform used to store curriculum data for researchers). So,
to know which projects the researchers are working on in a
period, the Lattes data can be used, but textual information
should be processed to give a semantic evaluation of such
data. Therefore, it could be time-consuming to evaluate the
potentialities of such research organizations, when an inno-
vation policy is released.

In this work, we propose the use of Latent Semantic In-
dexing to automatically associate projects of a research or-
ganization into an innovation policy formed by areas and
subareas, with free terms classifying each subarea. The re-
search question is: given the representation of research, such
as documents consisting of title and abstract, and an innova-
tion policy, which describes terms of areas and subareas, is
it possible to use LSI to automatically classify each project
into the policy to evaluate the current potential of innovation
of such organization?

This document is organized as follows: Section II de-
scribes the necessary background covering the main tech-
nical subjects such as LSI and correlated textual tools. In

1Science, Technology, Innovations and Communications Ministry
2http://lattes.cnpq.br/

Section III we discuss, through some examples, the LSI ef-
fectiveness in different applications. In addition, in Sec-
tion IV we present the adopted methodology, which defines
the sample database, scope and delimitation, as well as the
main pipeline connecting the textual tools. Further, Sec-
tion V presents the analysis of the results when applying the
methodology to a Case Study of a University and the Brazil-
ian Science and Technology ministry’s innovation policy for
the country. Finally, Section VI shows some final remarks of
this research as well as some future insights.

II. BACKGROUND

In this paper, we use Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) as a
policy evaluation metric. The LSI, also referred to as Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA), is a technique for information re-
trieval that takes advantage of implicit structures and recog-
nizes semantic relations between terms and documents [7].
This approach also produces more concise results in compar-
ison with matching term approaches.

a. Singular value decomposition

The core of the LSI is the Singular Value Decomposi-
tion (SVD). As the name implies, the SVD decomposes
the term-document matrix, which will be discussed later,
and transforms it into a lower-dimensional matrix. At this
point, the purpose is to deal with non-square and probably
non-symmetric matrices [8]. Applying the SVD, the term-
document matrix Atxd will be decomposed into the product
of Ttxn, Snxn, and Ddxn:

Atxd = TtxnSnxn(Ddxn)
T

where t is the number of terms, d the number of documents
and n = min(t, d) [9]. The columns of T and D are orthonor-
mal, it means that T T T = DT D = I. Furthermore, the S is a
diagonal matrix in the descending order containing the eigen-
values of Atxd(Atxd)

T that are the same for (Atxd)
T Atxd . In

the SVD, the eigenvalues are known as single values. The
restriction of T , S and D to their first k < n rows, results in
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the Ttxk, Skxk and Ddxk matrices [9]. The product of these
matrices is Â, which is:

Âtxk = TtxkSkxk(Ddxk)
T

and it is the best square approximation of A by a matrix of
rank k as defined in the equation ∆ = ||A− Â|| [9]. We are
not going to discuss SVD deeply in this paper, but a brief
description is that the decomposition allows us to represent
a huge matrix (term-document matrix) in a lower dimension.
That is why k < n and the Â matrix has a lower rank than
A. Additionally, the Â matrix represents the synonyms more
precisely than A [9].

b. Preprocessing

Before applying the LSI in the input data, it is necessary to
take out unwanted parts of the dataset in a process known
as preprocessing. At the beginning of this process, the stop-
words are removed. The stopwords show up frequently in
natural language documents, but it provides minimal con-
textual information [10]. Example stopwords include each,
about, such, and the. The next step is to reduce words with
different grammatical inflections. In such a process, there are
two main approaches: stemming and lemmatization. Both
techniques reduce words into a base form, but they work in a
slightly different manner.

The stemming consists of converting morphological forms
of words to their stem, a stem does not need to be an existing
word in the dictionary, but all its variants should map to this
form after the stemming process [11]. On the other hand,
lemmatization transforms a word into a lemma: a canonical
form of a lexeme. The lexeme is a set of all word inflections
that have the same meaning. The stem is formed by plenty
of rules used in the stemmer algorithm, while the lemma is
chosen by convention to represent a certain lexeme.

c. Dictionary and bag of words

After the preprocessing, all the documents within the dataset
are analyzed and the documents’ words are stored in a dictio-
nary. That dictionary is a lookup table containing the docu-
ment frequency of a term as well as where in the postings file
the per-document counts can be accessed [12]. The postings
file is an inverted file with the per-document counts and the
IDs of the documents, as well as the position of each term
occurrence.

Thus, the bag of words (BoW) is created and, according
to [13], it is a simple representation of text that is used in
retrieval and classification models. In this representation,
a document is considered to be an unordered collection of
words with neither syntactic nor statistical relationships be-
tween them. Then, all documents are “reshaped” according
to the BoW, i.e., the documents are represented by the term
occurrences. At this point, the purpose is to arrange the doc-
uments as vectors in the vector space model.

d. Document-term matrix and vector space model

According to [13], in the vector space model, documents
and queries are assumed to be part of a t-dimensional vector
space, where t is the number of index terms and a document
is represented by a vector of index terms as follows:

Di = (di1,di2, ...,dit),

A document collection containing n documents
(document-term matrix) of term weights, each row
representing a document and each column describing the
weights assigned to a term for a certain document, can be
represented like this:

Term1 Term2 . . . Termt
Document1 d11 d12 . . . d1t
Document2 d21 d22 . . . d2t

...
...

...
...

Documentn dn1 dn2 . . . dnt

Because the documents are vectors to be arranged in a vec-
tor space [12], the Figure 3 illustrates a vector space with two
coordinates (terms).

term i

te
rm

 j

�

�

doc 1

doc 2

subarea 1

Fig. 3: Documents plotted in a vector space with two coordinates.

As vectors plotted in a vector space, the documents can be
compared to determine the similarities between them. Both
query and documents are vectors plotted in the vector space,
consequently, they are pointed and there are angles among
them [12]. One approach broadly used to compute such an-
gles is the cosine similarity. The documents are ranked by
computing the similarity between the query and each docu-
ment in the document collection.

When plotting the documents in the vector space, the
model ranks the documents according to a number of topics,
which varies depending on the dataset. A common practice
is to compute the ideal number of topics for each dataset,
given an interval. For example, if the interval is [1,100], an
algorithm will calculate the topic coherence for each number
within this interval. The number of topics with the greatest
coherence score will be used in the model to rank the dataset.
After the ranking, the model utilizes a threshold given by the
user, if a document score is less than the threshold, it will not
be shown in the ranking results.
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e. TF-IDF

As previously mentioned, the vectors are pointed and be-
cause their coordinates are terms, each coordinate in a vector
is a weight that points the vector. At first, a weight repre-
sents the presence of terms in a document, because of that,
the vectors assume two values: zero or one. When a term
is present in a document, it is assigned one to the term co-
ordinate, otherwise, it is assigned zero. But considering just
the presence or absence of a word is a naive approach, that
becomes clear when realizing that the presence of a term in
a document does not tell us anything about the documents
context [14].

A more precise approach is assigning weights as term per-
document counts, which gives us more refined results. But
to improve the ranking of the documents even more, we need
to consider some constraints. Using the term per-document
count directly as the vector weight may be accurate enough,
mainly if we consider very frequent words in a document.
That is why, documents with high term frequencies can be
ranked over documents with a more interesting context, for
example. Another point is that very frequent words through-
out the collection do not have the same relevance as rare
words when distinguishing a document context.

Aiming to address a solution for the problems described
above, the TF-IDF is a commonly used function for assign-
ing the vector weights. The TF-IDF consists of both term
frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF), while
the TF value considers directly the term occurrence, the IDF
penalizes very common terms throughout the document col-
lection and rewards rare words [12].

III. RELATED WORKS

Since its formulation in the 1980s [15], several researches
have applied LSI. A well-known application is in search en-
gines, which uses the LSI power to classify a massive amount
of stored documents, which became globally used after the
internet break out in the 1990s. The search engines utilize
information retrieval techniques, such as LSI, to rank mil-
lions of documents according to a user’s query.

Besides the query-search usage, the LSI can be applied
for different purposes. Some researches like [16], [17], and
[18] utilize it to approach different problems. Even if [19]
research aims at a different objective in comparison to ours,
both apply the LSI in a quite similar manner, classifying pa-
pers according to title and abstract. Moreover, some works
combined different techniques to enhance the LSI power, as
seen in [20] and [21].

IV. METHODOLOGY

a. Summary

Primarily, it was necessary to create a dataset to be used
when applying the LSI. A research was made by [22] and
the data refers to the works of the UFT researchers and the
data sources was both MCTIC (Ministério da Ciência, Tec-
nologia, Inovações e Comunicações) and the Currículo Lat-
tes. Then, the research results were used to mount a dataset
which is used as input by this work.

At this point, the given input is refined in the preprocessing

and, lately, plotted in the vector space model. As discussed
previously, the dataset documents (papers) and the queries
(pseudo-documents) are vectors in the vector space. Now, the
model computes the similarity between each query and the
documents according to a threshold and a number of topics.
Lastly, the ranking results are plotted in a graph.

b. Scope and delimitation

The first data source is composed of two main documents: a)
"ENCTI 2016-2020", which is a document with the Brazil-
lian’s national strategy for Science, Technology and Inno-
vation for the time interval between 2016 and 2020; and b)
MCTIC Ordinance No. 1,122/2020 (later partially amended
by the MCTIC Ordinance No. 1,329/2020), which defines
the priority research areas of the national strategy, covering
the period from 2020 to 2023. Each area is separated into
sub-areas or sectors, namely:

• Strategical Technologies: Spatial; Nuclear; Cybernet-
ics; and Border and Public Safety;

• Skilled Technologies: Artificial Intelligence; Internet
of Things; Advanced Materials; Biotechnology; e Nan-
otechnology;

• Production Technologies: Industry; Agribusiness;
Communications; Infrastructure; and Services;

• Technologies for Sustainable Development: Smart
Cities; Renewable Energies; Bioeconomy; Solid Waste
Treatment and Recycling; Pollution Treatment; Moni-
toring, prevention and recovery from natural disasters
and environmental; and Environmental Preservation;
and

• Technologies for Quality of Life: Health; Sanitation;
Water Security; and Assistive Technologies.

This research is applied to a Case Study of the Federal
University of Tocantins (UFT). Currently, the UFT has 33
graduate programs. Based on the aforementioned areas, this
research considered a sample composed of the following
graduate programs: Biotecnologia, Agroenergia, BEC, CTA,
MCS and Profnit.

Such a sample includes the name of the researchers and
their projects within the graduate programs. All the infor-
mation about the projects was collected and there are 95 re-
searchers in this sample. To take the most recent data, it
was considered only active projects from 2018 to 2020. The
projects’ data source was the Currículo Lattes, which is a
governmental platform used to update researchers’ curricula.
From that point of view, it has been collected an amount of
211 projects, which contains title and abstract.

The pseudo-documents used are collections of terms rep-
resenting each subarea of the MCTIC. The terms composing
the collections are common terms shared by projects located
in the same subarea. The pseudo-documents were composed
by [22] and it was not considered any constraints when elic-
iting such terms, the only concern was selecting terms that
were contextually important to the subarea and could, as bet-
ter as possible, describe it with the source of [23].
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c. Flowchart

The flowchart in Figure 4 demonstrates the whole evalua-
tion process and, as already stated, a dataset is a collection
of pseudo-documents characterizing the MCTIC’s subareas.
Therefore, the input is prepared to be analyzed and ranked by
the LSI, which computes the similarity between queries and
documents. After the entire process, the results are shown in
a graph.

Fig. 4: The evaluation process flowchart.

V. RESULTS

The evaluation process is based on analyzing the similarity
of each project in the dataset with each given subarea. Each
subarea of the MCTIC belongs to a great area, for that reason,
we classify a document in an area through one of its subareas.
The benefit of matching subareas is that we can provide a
deeper and more detailed evaluation. The Figure 5 illustrates
the subarea matching.

Fig. 5: Document ranking for each subarea.

If a document matches a subarea of a great area, we con-
sider it as being part of that particular great area, for exam-
ple: if a document matches Sanitation, we consider it as be-
ing part of Quality of Life. Looking at Figure 6, it can be
seen that the majority of projects were semantically associ-
ated with the areas of Production and Sustainable Develop-
ment. The balance of the number of projects in the areas
Skilled Technologies, Quality of Life and a little less asso-
ciated with Strategical shows that the university has projects
that show indicators of similarity according to the strategic
areas policy, established by the Brazilian Government.

0 10 20 30 40 50
Dataset similarity percentage with each pseudo-document (%)

Projects distribution according to the metric evalutation (ranking)

Strategical

Skilled Technologies

Production

Sustainable Development

Quality of Life
Areas of the MCTIC

Fig. 6: Dataset ranking.

Looking further, we also investigate the distribution of
projects into the most effective areas, according to the
adopted methodology. In Figure 7, it is shown the subarea
distribution of projects of the area Quality of Life. It can be
seen in this graph that the university has a great number of
projects associated with the subarea Assistive Technologies,
but Sanitation needs more attention. In this case, the uni-
versity may produce internal policies in order to improve the
participation of researchers in this area.

0 10 20 30 40 50
Metric evaluation in a subarea level (%)

Subareas

Health

Sanitation

Water Security

Assistive Technologies

Projects distribution within the area named "Quality of Life"

Fig. 7: Subarea level dataset ranking (Quality of Life).

Moreover, when looking at the generated distribution of
the great area Skilled Technologies, shown by the Figure 8,
the subarea Biotechnology carries the most of the projects,
while Nanotechnology has the least number of associated
projects.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

This paper proposed a methodology using text indexing tech-
niques, such as Latent Semantic Indexing, to automatically
classify documents, composed of title and abstract of re-
search projects from a sample of the Federal University of
Tocantins and associated with the innovation policy proposed
by the Brazilian Ministry of Science and Technology.

In this way, it gives almost instantly the profile of the cur-
rent state of the research potentials of the university when
presented a public innovation policy. It is required, though,
that the policy should be organized into areas and subareas
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Metric evaluation in a subarea level (%)

Subareas

Projects distribution within the area named "Skilled Technologies"

Artificial Intelligence

Internet of Things

Advanced Materials

Biotechnology

Nanotecnhology

Fig. 8: Subarea level dataset ranking (Skilled Technologies).

with terms that better represent the description of such spe-
cific area. In this way, the proposed approach is capable of
giving some proximity of projects into the subareas, using
the LSI indexing automatically.

The proposed methodology was applied to a sample of
projects from five graduate programs of the Federal Univer-
sity. The sample consisted of about 200 projects with title
and abstract. When compared with the subareas terms, it
could easily be seen that the sample shows a potential of in-
novation strongly centered at the great areas Production and
Sustainable Development. On the other hand, the sample
showed fewer projects associated with the great area Strate-
gical. In both cases, the university can produce internal poli-
cies to either promote more projects into the strongest areas
as well as to build strategies to act more effectively into the
less active areas.

The main advantage of the proposed study is that it could
be adapted by any research institution that wants to quickly
have an overview of actuation based on the described re-
search projects when public policies are presented by gov-
ernment or industry strategies. Unfortunately, this approach
depends on what is written in the projects. Therefore, it is
still necessary to fine-tune management to accompany the
development and impacts of such projects.

As future research, it is intended to include more fields
to produce a more effective way to manage the research im-
pacts, such as to relate the projects with patents as well as
papers published related to the projects.
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